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ABSTRACT 

The study of communities of practice often focuses on how a group within a single 

organization shares information and knowledge within it. In this interpretive case study we 

look at how one organization, Knowledge Architecture  (whose products include: knowledge 

management software, thought leadership, and knowledge management consulting), has 

used the community of practice structure to facilitate conversation among AEC knowledge 

managers, elevate knowledge management’s profile within an industry, and run their day-

to-day operations as a start-up. An important contribution of this study is the examination 

of how Web 2.0 has changed the rules concerning how, when and why workers share what 

they know. The findings support some elements of Grant’s knowledge-based view of the 

firm (1996) and challenge others. The findings could be useful in assessing the relationship 

between management practice, knowledge community cultivation and market growth. The 

findings may also be of use in determining the value of early of knowledge management 

strategy implementation as opposed to adoption of a wait-and-see stance as suggested by 

Kasten (2008). 
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"Technology is the campfire around which we tell our stories."  
– Mixed media artist and performer, Laurie Anderson, as quoted by 
Knowledge Architecture founder, Christopher Anderson on The Knowledge 
Architecture blog. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Common knowledge management issues 

Knowledge is information combined with experience, context, interpretation, and reflection 

(Davenport, DeLong, Beers, 1998). Still a relatively young and unregimented business 

practice, the widespread, successful systemization of knowledge management (KM) has not 

yet been achieved in the same way that easily measurable mechanical processes like logistics 

and inventory systems have been as evidenced by the well-known successes of companies 

like FedEx and Amazon.  Information technology solutions have been developed with KM 

as their product, however, getting employees to use these systems has proven difficult due to 

a number of possible factors – one being that these systems often fail to account for human 

social behavior.  

 

Web 2.0 as game changer 

The emergence of Web 2.0 has further complicated (or improved) knowledge sharing among 

individuals and groups. One thing that has certainly improved as a result is the ability to 

better facilitate communities of practice online. According to Levy (2009) Web 2.0 tools 

allow the user to be “an active participant and gives added value to the [resulting] content. 

The social aspect to Web 2.0 has enabled people to use technology to share knowledge in a 

way that is meaningful, desireable, provides added value and is therefore an improvement 

over traditional means.  
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A modern approach to the start-up 

Within the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry, marketing is a 

relatively new business practice and knowledge management even newer. Two year old San 

Francisco-based KM and information systems consultancy, Knowledge Architecture (KA), 

recognized a business opportunity and was formed in 2009 to fill this gap. A start-up, and by 

definition a small firm with few employees, KA has leveraged the scaling and social power 

of Web 2.0 to form a community of practice for knowledge managers in the AEC industry. 

They have developed Synthesis, a customized social intranet product that sits on top of 

Microsoft SharePoint, a type of business collaboration software.  

 

They believe that KM is linked to marketing; is everyone’s job; needs to happen openly and 

is really about thought leadership. This thinking is evident in the tone and spirit of the 

articles they post online. They also put it into practice when they turn marketing and 

discovery materials into deliverables once a new client is onboard. In addition, pitch 

presentations are run like workshops to bring the potential clients into the learning and 

knowledge sharing process from the start.  

 

By using an integrated, education-focused business approach featuring workshops, blogs, 

conferences, Twitter, real-time electronic feedback from clients and an open management 

model, KA’s behavior suggests that the full complement of these activities is required for 

knowledge sharing to happen effectively. The value added by-product of this community of 

practice approach is that KA provides a model for how their clients can do the same to move 

their own firms forward. 
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A case study is born 

This organization came to this researcher’s attention in a way that is consistent with its 

community of practice philosophy and therefore relevant to the case. When an attempt to 

follow up on a lead about a different potential case subject, this researcher contacted KA’s 

founder, Christopher Parsons, as the original subject had spoken at KA’s Connect 

conference in 2010. After an attempt to connect with the original subject via LinkedIn failed, 

the researcher began following KA on Twitter. KA noted the researcher’s Twitter profile 

which made mention of knowledge management, returned the “follow,” and messaged the 

researcher to learn how KA had come to her attention. The resulting exchange was friendly, 

and a spark was lit. An email exchange followed which prompted KA to invite the 

researcher to connect via LinkedIn and to join the KA LinkedIn group. The researcher 

joined the group and posted about her search for a knowledge management case subject. 

Parsons answered the call asking whether or not his firm could be the subject of the case.  

 

Knowledge management stories within a story 

The most challenging aspect of conducting the subsequent research was deciding which 

aspect of knowledge management would be the unit of analysis. One could have studied the 

way the five members of the firm manage projects and related information using in-person 

meetings, web-based project management applications and social tools like blogs and 

updates. Or, one could have researched the Synthesis software that KA has developed and 

other the other software products from a company named Deltek that connect the 

SharePoint layer to other information systems. KA’s online presence and its facilitation of 

communities of practice, a.k.a its “tribe,” in that space was also a compelling research topic, 

and that is the one that this study uses as its unit of analysis. The KA Connect Conference is 

a natural extension of the online community and therefore will also be examined. 
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This case study examines how the firm uses the community of practice model to provide a 

platform for knowledge exchange within an industry and position itself as a thought leader 

gain market advantage. The term ‘community of practice’ can be defined as “a group of 

people, along with their shared resources and dynamic relationships, who assemble to make 

use of shared knowledge, in order to enhance learning and create a shared value for the 

group” (Dalkir 2008 citing Seufert, von Krogh, and Bach, 1999 and Adams and Freeman, 

2000). This definition fits closely with KA’s efforts to assemble a “tribe” of AEC knowledge 

managers online and at annual conferences. They also consider the meetings that they hold 

weekly and monthly to run their business as well as workshops run for clients as community 

of practice situations. 

 

We adopt the interpretive case research methodology to study the fundamental business this 

start-up consultancy as they introduce knowledge management to an industry and position 

themselves as thought leaders. The study focuses on the following research questions: How 

has the emergence of Web 2.0 changed the rules around what organizational knowledge is 

for? What are the potential business advantages to sharing knowledge outside the 

organization?  

 

THEORETICAL LENS 

The findings support Grant’s knowledge-based view of the firm. In this case, the firm is KA 

but the activity extends to their facilitiation of community of practice.  

Grant’s theory explores “the coordination mechanisms through which firms integrate the 

specialist knowledge of their members…has implications for the basis of organizational 

capability…the analysis of hierarchy and the distribution of decision-making 
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authority…[and] sheds…light upon…organizational innovations and trends.” (1996) The 

knowledge-based view is built atop the resource-based view which “perceives the firm as a 

unique bundle of idiosyncratic resources and capabilities” and that has as its end-goal the 

maximization of value through the deployment of existing resources (1996). Grant explains 

that the knowledge-based view focuses on knowledge as the most strategically important of 

the firm’s resources; and ‘extends beyond the traditional concerns of strategic management’ 

to address other fundamental concerns of the theory of the firm, i.e:  

o the nature of coordination within the firm,  

o the organizational structure 

o the role of management and the allocation of decision-making rights 

o determinants of the firm’s boundaries, and 

o the theory of innovation. (1996) 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As early as 1998, discussion databases were recognized as a place where participants could 

chronicle their own experiences and respond to others’ by leaving comments (Davenport et 

al., 1998). Several years prior to the advent of Web 2.0, it was evident, or at least examined, 

that people have tendencies as social creatures that relate to the way they learn and share. In 

fact, Thomas, Kellogg, and Anderson (2001) attempted to ‘put the breaks’ on a widespread, 

snowballing support for the codification of knowledge into assets, documents, etc., to argue 

that knowledge is tied to human knowing and that we humans create it, use it and share it in 

social ways. 
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The Organization vs. the Knowledge Worker 

As KM is often and directly linked to productivity, it is important to acknowledge the 

characteristics of the 21st century worker – the person being productive in the first place. 

Peter F. Drucker, who coined the term “knowledge worker,” in his book, Landmarks of 

Tomorrow (1959), later mused that knowledge and productivity are the most valuable asset of 

a 21st century organization and that the purpose and structure of the company will need to 

evolve in order to support the “owners of the human capital” that make the organization 

profitable (Drucker, 1999). Almost ten years later, Clay Shirky (2008) took it one step further 

when he asserted that it is the worker who will be the one to do the changing.  

 

Web 2.0 and Worker Behavior 

According to Shirky (2008) today’s technological advances that allow us to form groups 

online quickly, easily and cheaply have the potential to shake up how employees interact 

with information within and outside of the companies for which they work. The 

‘technological advances’ are part of a movement Tim O’Reilly called Web 2.0; a chief 

characteristic being that Web 2.0 applications should be built in such a way as to learn from 

the behavior of users and also to improve the more they are used (Levy, 2009). This is a 

markedly different approach than that of traditional software where a static KM system 

dictates how users will operate within it.  

 

Where Knowledge Lives Now 

As Web 2.0 shifts the focus away from a straight commerce approach toward one about 

marketing and communicating via people and what they think, (Singel, 2005) it is little 

wonder that workers have mixed feelings about using formal, company-structured KM 

systems when they can access so much more outside of their organization’s firewall. Bhatt 
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argued that while knowledge certainly does need to be distributed throughout an 

organization, knowledge distributed via a supervised and predetermined channel will likely 

decrease the amount of meaningful interaction around it. However, a flat organization that 

empowers their employees to use a complement of different workplace communication 

technologies fosters debate, discussion and interpretation (Bhatt, 2001). 

 

The Brand Called Me 

Social software is empowering, is about reputation and gives the employee the freedom to 

find what they need where and when they need it in a compelling, peer-to-peer way. And 

social software is interesting to users BECAUSE it is social – humans like the interaction 

factor (Avram, 2006). Avram (2006) citing Bryant notes that social software is form-fitting, 

adapts to the user, becomes a reputation indicator and “augments human interaction instead 

of narrowing it down.” To be sure, it could be argued that technology itself dictates the ways 

and the formats in which humans communicate. While it is certainly true that a tool like 

Twitter is prescriptive and limited to 140 characters, what is more compelling is to consider 

the overall effect of a group who uses social tools to gather and discuss a specific topic. In 

that case, it is less important that the formats are dictated by the application developer, but 

rather that the tool itself enables social communication and conversation in the first place. 

Understanding these attributes is key to understanding how the modern knowledge worker 

needs to feel and how they can feel free to share what they know. 

 

The Importance of a Sharing Culture 

When we think about humans and social behavior within an organization, we inevitably 

think about the concept of company culture. According to Davenport et al., (1998) a 

“knowledge-friendly” culture is critical to any successful KM effort; however, it is also the 
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hardest thing to manufacture if the groundwork hasn’t been laid to date. Within the 

organization, employees need to feel secure that anonymous, collaborative work, i.e. using a 

wiki, doesn’t mean the end of credit for a job well done. In fact, it can mean the opposite, a 

shared responsibility to improve all of the work and gain a better understanding of a given 

project (Avram, 2006).  

 

Shirky (2008) warns that while collaboration can be productive, it also requires a lot of 

negotiation that can slow down a process. Whether or not an organization’s culture is set up 

to support collaboration will have a direct effect on how employees view these types of 

initiatives. Mitchell and Nicholas (2006) citing Brown et al., note that context is a large part 

of social learning and that it is difficult to separate understanding from the environment in 

which the knowledge is created and shared. Mitchell and Nicholas (2006) citing Brown and 

Duguid (1991, 2001) note that when the right conditions are met, a ‘hive mind’ forms and 

people start to interpret information and knowledge as a group. While the value lies in 

collecting the knowledge housed in the experiences of individuals, there is also a value in 

supporting a group who work and learn as a unit. Companies who fail to provide a suitable 

environment for collaborating, learning and sharing will likely fail in their KM projects 

(Davenport et al, 1998). 

 

Social Interactions vs. KM Systems 

So, what is the answer to the chicken-or-the-egg question of which is more important in 

successful knowledge sharing: technologies or social interactions? Bhatt thinks that both are 

equally important, that technology (software) is better at codifying data into information, 

however it is a “poor substitute” for extracting knowledge out of information – that is best 
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accomplished through social exchanges, which, are incidentally not very good at converting 

data into information (Bhatt, 2001). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

This study uses the case research method for gathering evidence. Primary data was gathered 

through one hour-and-a-half long telephone interview along with an .mp3 recorded response 

to follow-up questions that had been emailed to the subject. Secondary data such as 

Knowledge Architecture’s blogs, website, podcasts, LinkedIn group discussion threads, a 

capabilities presentation, screenshots of their Synthesis social intranet software and speaker 

videos and bios from KA Connect Conference 2010 were also reviewed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The questions in figure 1 are representative of those asked during the telephone interview 

and follow-up emails.  

 

Although KA was a very willing participant in this study, scheduling time with Parsons or 

others on his staff was challenging due to the fact that they were gearing up to host the 

1. Tell me about why you founded Knowledge Architecture (KA). 
2. What is your knowledge management philosophy? 
3. What are your strategic goals for KA?  
4. What has driven the usage of Web 2.0 tools in running and building 

your business? 
5. Do you find that you are conducting project and knowledge 

management concurrently? 
6. What is working about how you currently share information and 

knowledge within KA?  
7. What would you like to improve?  
8. How does this need to scale as you add to staff? 
9. What software/systems are you using as a team?  
10. What is the value of your social intranet product, Synthesis? 
11. What other social tools do you use as a team?  
12. Do you meet formally/in-person to 'download' knowledge about 

clients, projects and lessons learned? 
 
FIGURE 1. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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second annual KA Connect 2011 conference at the end of April 2011 which coincided with 

the case study period. The conference is part of KA’s Knowledge Week which kicks off with 

a seminar on evidence-based design, continues with KA Connect and concludes with a KA 

Client Roundtable. In fact, Parsons invited this researcher to attend the conference in San 

Francisco as a guest of KA in order to be able to observe the community of practice first-

hand. While this generous offer was appreciated, the timing in relation to the case 

submission date and distance from Boston did not allow the researcher to attend. 

Furthermore, as their entire group numbers five and KA are also running a information 

technology and knowledge management consulting business, it is understandable that they 

had limited time to participate. For these reasons, the amount of primary evidence and the 

ability to observe behavior in first person was limited or non-existent. However, the bounty 

of content available online encouraged the researcher that adequate evidence could be 

gathered and evaluated.  

 

That said, the author took notes during the telephone interview, which were then transcribed 

and fleshed out. Similarly, the recorded response to follow-up questions were transcribed. In 

order to evaluate the secondary source content, the author joined all of the KA communities 

online, i.e. LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and subscribed to the KA blog. In addition, videos 

posted by KA on their blog were reviewed, particularly videos of KA founder Christopher 

Parsons talking about why he started the KA Connect Conference. Finally, the author 

reviewed video of the talks from KA Connect 2010 that are available via iTunes podcast. 

 

CASE DESCRIPTION 

The case has been made that organizations should review business strategy and operational 

results in order to understand how to develop a knowledge strategy and, in turn, a 
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knowledge management practice (Kasten, 2008). This may be the case for long-established 

firms for whom knowledge management is a new concept or practice, but what about a firm 

whose raison d'être IS knowledge management consulting and services? When does that firm 

start developing their knowledge strategy? And how does the implementation of their 

strategy effect their opportunities for success and growth? 

 

Background 

Founder Christopher Parsons has a professional background in  both strategic technology 

consulting and had been a CIO in the AEC industry (“the industry”) prior to founding KA. 

According to Parsons, the industry suffers from deficient resources, cases and thought 

leadership in the areas of both marketing and KM, often leading to the reinvention of the 

wheel each time a new proposal response was prepared.  

 

In addition, there is a cultural barrier to KM in the sense that “expertise means job security,” 

and some professionals are reluctant to share as a result. When he worked in IT, Parsons 

explained, there was a framework, everyone “got it” and there was little buy-in required to 

get initiatives going. Not so in AEC. Parsons and his team look at KA as a microlab where 

they can begin to fill this gap and leverage the connection between practice, marketing and 

sales. 

 

The data gathered from the interview along with Parsons’s recorded responses to follow-up 

questions revealed not only a set of facts about their business and KM strategies, but also 

show that KA has been very intentional in using communities of practice to run the firm and 

create a “tribe” of KM evangelizers.  
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What started out as a line of questioning to uncover a set of operational practices turned into 

a discussion about management and marketing principles. KA members are devotees of 

Thomas A. Stewart, author of The Wealth of Knowledge: Intellectual Capital and the Twenty-first 

Century Organization and Fred Reichheld who conceived of the Net Promoter® Score, and 

are committed to developing a business model that will support innovation and growth.  

 

Admitting that developing and communicating thought leadership requires heavy lifting, 

Parsons thinks that communities of practice are ideal environments in which to share, learn 

and lead in turn. He went on to assert that in a category where technology is starting to 

equalize, market advantage will be gained through thought leadership and consulting 

services. He theorized that while an organization is likely to support thought leadership 1.0, 

i.e. conferences, papers and books about their practice, they also need to employ thought 

leadership 2.0, i.e. expressing knowledge and expertise through blogs and microbloggin, 

online communities of practice, podcasts and video to connect at a scale not possible at 1.0. 

He said that if you are already doing 1.0, moving to 2.0 is not painful. If you are not doing 

those things, it would require quite an effort.  

 

Research, consulting, and technology 

Parsons believes that there are three key competencies to KA’s work and to developing a 

KM practice: research, consulting and technology. KA chose to attack the technology part 

first, however, that element required a certain layer of education and consulting to just get 

potential clients ramped up to a point where they could understand what they needed and 

how the technology could fill that gap. The technology they have developed, Synthesis, is a 

social intranet that sits on top of MS Sharepoint. Synthesis is an application that allows a 

firm to organize and leverage data like, contact information, project updates, strategic 
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documents, marketing decks, that is often housed in disparate places like email and shared 

folders on a server. 

 

 

 

In terms of consulting, the firms who contract with KA don’t know where to start or 

understand where they are in terms of KM. KA has had to teach themselves how to teach 

their clients. They run workshops to introduce Synthesis instead of give presentations with 

clients so that the exchange is about learning rather than proving qualifications of the firm. 

The process gets the clients invested and puts them on a more level playing field so that they 

FIGURE 2. SCREENSHOT SHOWING SYNTHESIS SOCIAL INTRANET 
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can feel confident and make smart decisions about their own KM strategy as it relates to the 

Synthesis implementation. At a higher level, KA also provides strategic consulting services 

in order to help clients build out their knowledge strategy over time. 

 

According to Parsons, knowledge management research in the AEC industry is “spotty,” 

there is very low recognition of KM in the industry. He also pointed out that AEC didn’t 

even have marketing function until the 1970s, and even thirty-odd years later, processes are 

still not as rigorous as they could be.  

 

Sharing Knowledge within the Firm 

When asked about knowledge sharing and management practices within the firm, Parsons 

was clear that KA follows the advice that they give to clients: technology comes second.  

As they are in start-up mode, there is a lot of opportunity and need for in-person knowledge 

transfer. (Some of their staff are located on the East Coast, so face-to-face has to happen 

electronically at times.) Parsons explained that the group works to arrive at consensus on 

strategy, deciding which capabilities to develop. He also ensures that discussions about 

financials happen in the open and allows everyone access to the books so that constraints 

and financial implications are understood.  

 

Specifically, KA holds regular community of practice calls to discuss development and 

delivery of the Synthesis product. In addition, they have Agile development calls per week 

when they collect client ideas and discuss issues.  If a call is not required, they use their 

internal blog, wiki and the microblogging functionality (on their own Synthesis site) to 

“bubble up the things they are learning and hearing.” 
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In addition to the regular calls, they get together for two days per month and “spend time 

away from clients and email to reaffirm the strategy, talk about services and about how they 

can get more efficient.” These in-person meetings provide opportunities for informal 

communications and result in knowledge building.  

 

Technology and web 2.0 tools used in-house 

KA uses a complement of applications to manage their business information, manage 

projects and share insights and updates with each other. Deltek Vision is the core 

information system for tracking clients, leads, opportunities, and contacts. Parsons describes 

it as the base system and “source of truth for business info.” 

 

Synthesis, their own SharePoint social intranet layer, is a place for methodology and “bits 

and pieces” about clients. KA uses Basecamp for project collaboration.  

 

KA’s Integrated Approach 

Parsons doesn’t believe that there should be a dedicated KM department (in his firm or any 

other), but that there should be marketing coordinators embedded among the practice 

leaders and subject matter experts. In addition, KA is intent on “breaking down boundaries 

between the practice, knowledge management and thought leadership.”  

 

For instance, instead of developing separate marketing and practice materials, they “co-

develop” them in such a way that they are tied and that the marketing serves the work that 

goes into the project deliverable. Parsons is well aware that the coordination and overlap of 

this type of work behavior takes time, but also believes that “taking the time now to be very 

clear about what is important, why [we are doing the work], what we believe, [means that] 
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we are investing in a platform  for a company that can scale because we have our 

methodology down.” 

 

 

 

Leveraging the convening power of the web to share knowledge and build a tribe 

KA uses two blogs, a LinkedIn group, a Twitter feed and podcasts of KA Connect 

Conference speeches to share knowledge and create a community of practice on the web. 

 

KA website blog 

Parsons, his team and guest authors have been posting to the KA blog since May 2009. The 

early posts are technical in nature, explaining details about the mechanics of database back-

ends and how the software that KA uses to connect data systems work. These types of post 

establish KA as an an authority on the technology. Later posts introduce recommendations 

about further reading about knowledge management, storytelling, leadership, social media, 

value of creating a tribe, and KA Connect and other learning events involving KA people.  

Parsons even posts about the importance of facilitation in an online community, excerpted 

below: 

Organizing a Successful Online Community Requires Constant Tending. Want to See an Example? 
 
One of the keys to running any kind of online community — intranet site, LinkedIn Group, blog or 
wiki — is to connect with your community individually as well as through the collaboration tools. 
 

Deliver	  

Capture	   Win	  

FIGURE 3. KA’s Integrated Approach Model 
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I regularly ping KA Connect members to ask how things are going, find out what they are working on, 
and see how the group is working out for them.  Often I’ll get asked a really good question, and 
instead of answering it, I’ll suggest that they ask the community instead. Sometimes I’ll come across a 
blog post and encourage the author to share it and start a discussion. Whatever the tactic, I have found 
that organizing a successful online community requires constant tending. 
 
-- December 16, 2010 

 

 

Parsons exhibited the same care when interacting with this researcher, drawing in a like-

minded person into the KA tribe. He also demonstrates for blog readers how one can use 

social channels like Twitter to assert thought leadership and gain traction from one’s 

community around an idea or project: 

 

FIGURE 4. Excerpt from KA Blog 
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While the KA Twitter feed has over 500 followers, the KA Connect LinkedIn group boasts 

nearly double that with 900 members. (There is also a KA Connect Facebook fan page 

where blog posts and LinkedIn group discussions are duplicated and photos from 

conferences are posted, however, that page only has 49 fans, likely representing the 

attendees of the 2010 conference.) There are over 100 discussions happening within the 

LinkedIn Group. Compared to other LinkedIn groups this researcher has observed, the level 

of activity in KA’s group is rich and thick. This richness harkens back to Parsons’ assertion 

that online communities need “constant tending.” It is also worth noting that a facilitated 

group online in business-focused, less hip format (compared to Facebook) is more successful 

for knowledge management due to the fact that the members of the group understand that 

the purpose of the group is aimed at their professional knowledge and development of it. 

Parsons thinks of the group as part of KA’s thought leadership strategy; he sees it is an R&D 

tool.  

FIGURE 5. Excerpt from KA Blog  
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During KA Connect 2011, the tribe used Twitter hashtag #KAconnect2011 to share their 

thoughts about what they were learning. Here are a few of those reactions to being part of 

the tribe: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6. Excerpt from KA Connect 2011 hashtag search on Twitter 
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These testimonials convey how effective the efforts at creating on- and off-line communities 

of practice have been for KA. The last Tweet especially addresses a common barrier to 

knowledge management – fear. An examination of all of the conference tweets reveals 

similar enthusiasm, deep appreciation for the learning going on during the conference, and 

gratitude for the tone, style and structure of the conference – one that is familiar (the 

attendees also interact online), friendly, fast-moving and doesn’t waste any time with 

traditional conference norms.  

 

CASE ANALYSIS & FINDINGS 

Successful knowledge management is a happy grind 

The thing that is most striking about the data examined in this case is the reality that 

creating a knowledge culture, building a community of practice, facilitating knowledge 

sharing, educating potential clients, current clients and an industry about KM requires an 

inordinate amount of time and effort on the part of the firm. All of this work is over and 

above what is required to develop and deliver a product. However, as per Mitchell and 

Nicholas (2006) citing Brown and Duguid (1991, 2001), when the right conditions are met, a 

‘hive mind’ forms and people start to interpret information and knowledge as a group. This 

is the desired effect of KA’s efforts to create and cultivate a tribe. 

 

Knowledge strategy as foundation of the firm 

In line with Parsons’ integrated approach, the grand effort put in on the front end reduces 

the amount of time required to persuade clients and prepare project artifacts later. Similarly, 

when asked about what will happen to KA as it grows and adds to staff, Parsons replied that 

the practices, beliefs and strategies that are in place now will still hold when the group of five 

expands. He felt that the work put in early to establish sound knowledge practices will 
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provide the foundation they need to grow. Here is where Kasten’s argument (2008) that 

knowledge strategy grows out of review of business strategy and activity feels flimsy. It 

seems that establishing knowledge strategy after the fact would be difficult, would require 

additional outlays of money and staffing and would suffer from interruptions in institutional 

culture and history. 

 

Cultivating a knowledge-friendly culture 

It can be argued as a result of the data collected, that starting with a knowledge culture puts 

a firm ahead of the game in the start-up phase, and also makes it natural for them to extend 

knowledge sharing opportunities beyond the walls of the firm. The trust and feeling of 

collaboration KA’s thought leadership and community-building can foster with prospects 

and clients allows both firm and client to get straight to work. The nature of KA’s internal 

community of practice that utilizes an Agile approach, allows them to pivot quickly and 

easily to provide solutions to client issues. 

 

Web 2.0 allows for marketing and communication to happen via people and what they 

think 

As recognized by Singel, the importance that is attached to individual’s opinions, points of 

view, experiences, reputations and musings as a result of sharing them via Web 2.0 tools is a 

radical departure from an old model of the web that was strictly focused on commerce.  

KA has created a platform for this activity that mutually benefits the tribe member and KA 

itself. All of the 900 LinkedIn group members have the opportunity to learn from Parsons 

and his team, from each other and to participate as they see fit without much effort. This 

means that each post has the potential to make nearly 1,000 positive or meaningful 

impressions. When you multiply that by the 100 discussions that exist, saying nothing about 
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the the number of comments on each discussion, KA is masterful at leveraging the Web 2.0 

phenomenon and behavior.  

 

The integration required in order to be a team of five and affect a community of 1,000 brand 

embassadors is yeomans’ work, even with the aid of Web 2.0. The below theoretical model 

illustrates how a firm’s strategic objectives (in blue) need to reside partially inside the 

community of practice. Web 2.0 communications channels need to be woven in to the 

community environment (in green) and thought leadership 1.0 (according to Parsons) 

elements like books, in-person meetings and conferences and related materials also need to 

have context within the community space. The below model attempts to represent KA’s 

efforts toward thought leadership 2.0. 
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FIGURE 7. A Theoretical Model Toward Thought Leadership 2.0  
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CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS 

Other firms – even ones with longer histories or larger headcounts – interested in putting 

knowledge management strategy first stand to gain as much as KA has over the past two 

years. Web 2.0 has opened up the world of the knowledge worker, allowing for exchange of 

ideas, opinions and knowledge outside of one’s own firm and for learning from a larger 

community of peers. However, in order for the effort to pay off, communities of practice 

need to be “tended” and cultivated. The efforts required to provide this platform for workers, 

either within a single organization or among members of various organizations are 

considerable, however, the fact that this approach takes human social interaction to heart 

makes it a more attractive option than traditional top-down technologies designed for KM. 

 

Future work could explore ways to analyse this social content with the goal of applying 

some sort of measurement against actual business results, i.e. leads, meetings, referrals and 

new business.  
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APPENDIX 

 

The Knowledge Architecture team at KA Connect 2010 in Chicago via Facebook 

Left to right: Chad Parsons, director of engineering; Susan Strom, senior consultant; Chris 

Parsons, founder; Paul Winn, software engineer; and Brian Campbell, senior consultant.  

 

 

 


